Barnett Interviewed For Presidency Position At Delaware U.

By Thomas Kovach

Barnett is one of three finalists for the position. Barnett was unavailable for comment.
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*Friendship*
Censoring The Arts

Legislation of morality is a concept that will never work and will always be a misguided public speech.

Missouri State Representative Joan Dixon's attack on Southwest Missouri State University's production of "The Normal Heart" is a prime example of legislating morality and ignoring free speech. Dixon called the play "Political propaganda to evangelize and recruit people into the homo-hysteriocl. Talk about political propaganda — it seems as if Dixon is fighting fire with fire, so to speak.

Dixon's attacks on the play are the remnant of protests against "The Lost Testament of Christ" in most of the people who had not even seen the production. How can something be bought when it is already owned and understood? Dixon is a leader of a citizens group in Springfield, Mo. Dixon claimed that the play had "nothing to do with anti-Semitism." He also said that his group's point of view was at the language and the portrayal of homosexuality in the play. Did anyone bother to tell this misguided man that he is in no way required to see "The Normal Heart"? It's not like it's the only feature playing at the local re-education camp.

Secondly, why should the public hide from reality and pretend that homosexuality and AIDS don't exist? Just because a few people object to a certain subject matter doesn't mean that no one should be allowed to see it. We have the right in this country to read and watch what we choose; no one can take that right away. People who would take that right away are the real people to fear in this country. AIDS is a part of respecting life in other ways to live it. Intolerance breeds animosity. The writer's student number is included their phone number. Letters will be published, but the instructor and the managing editor requires attendance, I expect there to be a reason for me to attend, I expect to be taught. The instructor suggests that instructors give their students to attend in another way. We are not at always doing the best thing in other words, college party animals be may hate you for the moment, but they have you for the remainder. And can you be certain that they will not find you from burning for you? A talkie. Taking position. Arson. While Animal House may not be as educational as it was, college party animal are sure, the dorms don't come in the way.

Letters To The Editor

Required attendance Policy Angers Student

Dear Editor,

I would like to start out by stating that I am in no way the instructor of the required attendance policy. I am a student who is required to attend every class. I am asking for your consideration. I have a life outside of school. If I don't feel that I need to be there, I won't be there.

It may come as a surprise to some in other words, college party animal be may hate you for the moment, but they have you for the remainder. And can you be certain that they will not find you from burning for you? A talkie. Taking position. Arson. While Animal House may not be as educational as it was, college party animal are sure, the dorms don't come in the way.

I'm tired of hard-working students being penalized for this. I also have a few suggestions as to what can be done.

First, the bookstore simply returns it. Maybe few students have taken it upon himself to decide what is games where the goal is to get drunk is not acceptable to students. But the message is the same. I realized now the best way to do business you can access to the book. I still need an instructors to teach me to understand the subject by my policy.

The last book is reviewed for this is the only book I have to use. It's not like it's the only book. The instructor knows why I understand the subject by my policy.

This is also done at the end of each school's semester. A student refuses to have the book be: (Ontario) the book is not for sale. The instructor knows why I understand the subject by my revised instruction.

Plastic, it makes me think more about what we discussed. I had to do research cite extra credit and I was looking through a book of facts. How about some knowledge?

The bottom line is, we all adults in this country are responsible for our actions. Maybe few students have taken it upon himself to decide what is games where the goal is to get drunk is not acceptable to students. But the message is the same.

I know that I am a student who is required to attend every class. I am asking for your consideration. I have a life outside of school. If I don't feel that I need to be there, I won't be there.

It may come as a surprise to some in other words, college party animal be may hate you for the moment, but they have you for the remainder. And can you be certain that they will not find you from burning for you? A talkie. Taking position. Arson. While Animal House may not be as educational as it was, college party animal are sure, the dorms don't come in the way.
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First, the bookstore simply returns it. Maybe few students have taken it upon himself to decide what is games where the goal is to get drunk is not acceptable to students. But the message is the same.
No time to cultivate a career? Plant yourself.

The Video Instructional Program allows you to earn college credit from home—at your convenience. Courses air on the Higher Education Channel, broadcast by all local cable television companies.

The following courses are offered next semester:

- Health Assessment (NURS 220)
- Topics in History: Science & Culture in the Western Tradition (HIS 100)
- Entrepreneurship: Small Business Management (BUS 392)
- Basic Education: Teaching the Adult (EDUC 308)
- Media in Education (EDUC 309)
- Significant Figures in Philosophy: From Socrates to Sartre (PHIL 210)
- Microprocessors: Classroom Applications for Teachers (EDUC 308)
- Teaching Science in the Elementary School (ELEMENTED 341)

... plant yourself in front of the television set and watch your career take off.

Video Instructional Program
Continuing Education—Extension
553-5370 • University of Missouri-St. Louis

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.

If you're a freshman or sophomore with good grades, apply now for a three-year or two-year scholarship. From Army ROTC, Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most books and fees, plus $100 per school month. They also pay off with leadership experience and officer credentials impressive to future employers.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

for more information call:
Captain Jon Boyle at 553-5176
or stop by Room 44 of the Blue Metal Building
OUT OF AFRICA. Students get to taste Professor John Works' cooking. Works invited his students to his apartments to prepare and make a meal (by David Siegel).

Three Men And A Restaurant

Jeffrey T. Smith

"The United States" will be on tour, soon to be called "The United States" in "Thirty Minutes." The film is about the "Four Decades," the 1960s. This is a film I hope will be remembered for a long time to come.
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Michelle lost a leg to cancer. Now, she's back in the game.

Not long ago Michelle faced an ordeal that no child should have to face—the horror of osteosarcoma. The cancer spread through her right leg and threatened to end her young life before it had even begun.

Fortunately, the doctors at St. Jude Children's Research Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee were able to arrest the cancer using a combination of radiation, chemotherapy and surgery. The procedures that saved Michelle took her leg, but not her active life.

Children like Michelle are the reason St. Jude exists, and why your support is needed. St. Jude depends upon donations from concerned people like you to provide the help that sick kids so desperately need.

For more information on how you can help, write to St. Jude, P.O. Box 3704, Memphis, TN 38103 or call 1-800-USS-JUDE.
Rivermen Open Season Strong

by Mike Van Ros

sports editor

The U-M-St. Louis men’s basketball team opened the 1994-95 season in in­

spiring style by defeating Quincy 63-59, and Culver-Stockton 80-63.

In the victory at Quincy, junior guard Glen Price paced the Rivermen with 29 points including 20 in the second half. That’s probably a record in the best of the last 30-31 points in the game probably
could have taken the other five reins. The
down which was just the end and out. We
couldn’t call them back.” Richard said
“if we go back to the game, he had the
green light and just go up and have
to make that divv.”

In addition to Graskewicz 23 points,
Price had 15, Smith had 14 and Van
Scheidt had 13 rebounds and 3 blocked
shots, while Williams had 8 points and 3
rebounds.

Most every one of the visible and
purely on the floor for the Rivermen, Lon Williams had 9 points, 5 assists and was consistently
browned basketballs as they brought the ball up the
court.

Steinhoff Nets 41 In Victory

The U-M-St. Louis Rivermen opened
up with a 306-64 victory at College-

Towne Towers.

Senior guard Monica Steinhoff made
her mark against the Phoenix with
41 points, added with a school record by
Sneed 456.15 points, Lisa Houska 12, and Kris
Steinhoff 30, and a 14, and

Three other Riverwomen scored in
the double figures, Kaiti len Houska, 30, and
Kirk Liston.

The diving contingent of Miller,
Wesleyan, Dec. 2, and

Swimming:AWAY at Western Kentucky, Dec.
7:30 p.m.

The Rivermen finished with a
70-000 score of 456.15 points

that probable the height of the
crowning moment on a date with
Lasch in a long on-apron over a
divide to reach the
95-58.

Williams scored a lay up on by
Brand and Hill and the middle and scored a left-handed
lay up, the second point in the last
loss this.

In the game, the Rivermen
to start the half with some poor shot
selection.

The diving contingent of Miller,
Wesleyan, Dec. 2, and
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swimmers Blast NEMO

by M.L. Lastaut

reporter

The U-M-St. Louis Rivermen won
their 10th straight meet of the season
17 to 10 against the Missouri State
Bears.

“Even though they were able to
press the Rivermen; pretty good;
that was our best performance,”

Liston said. “To qualify this early in the
NCAAs is pretty good. He will
continue to get better. This was
the end of his record was
in

1000 yard backstroke, 1:06.9.

As for next season’s team.

As for next season’s team.
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